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Presenter
Presentation Notes
        Thank you ….Reason for being here is …..I’d like to use this opportunity  to introduce you to advances in our work that have taken place over the last several years.  We have developed new standardized assessment tools, or improved existing ones,  to help our member countries detect problems  in revenue administration and public financial management and take steps to mitigate them.  I would like to tell you about then, how they can be used, and why we are excited about them.



Outline 
 

• Background and Context 
• Why a New Fiscal Transparency Code (Pillars I, II, & 

III) 
• A New Fiscal Transparency Evaluation 
• Natural Resource Management (Pillar IV) 
• Next Steps In the Roll-Out 
• Use in PFM Reform 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 My presentation to you today has two main parts.I’ll first give you a quick overview of the major new tools we have been working on recently.I’ll then go into more detail on the Fiscal Transparency Code and related Fiscal Transparency Evaluation.



I. Background and Context: 
a. Origins of the Global Fiscal Transparency Effort 

• A concerted effort to improve fiscal transparency since the late 1990s 
• Asian crisis highlighted weakness in public and private financial reporting 
• Also underscored the risks associated with undisclosed linkages between the two 

 
• New fiscal reporting standards were developed 

• General: IMF’s Code & Manual on Fiscal Transparency 
• Budgeting: OECD Best Practices for Budget Transparency 
• Statistics: EU’s ESA 95, IMF’s GFSM 2001, & UN’s SNA 08 
• Accounting: IFAC’s International Public Sector Accounting Standards (IPSAS) 

 
• New tools for monitoring compliance with standards were introduced 

• Multilateral: Fiscal and Data ROSCs, GDDS/SDDS, & PEFA 
• Regional: Eurostat, WAEMU & CEMAC harmonization of fiscal reporting 
• Civil Society: Open Budget Survey and Index, GIFT Principles 
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Presentation Notes
The IMF’s Fiscal Transparency Code and ROSC have their origins in the Asian Crisis of the late 1990s which highlighted weakness in both public and private financial reporting; andunderscored the risks associated with undisclosed linkages between the twoSince then IMF and other int’l bodies have developed new standardscenterpiece of which was Fiscal Transparency Code and Manual first published in 1998supported by more specific reporting standards in area of budgeting, statistics, and accountingLast decade has also seen development of new tools for monitoring compliance with those standardsIn 1999 IMF developed the fiscal ROSC as the first comprehensive fiscal transparency diagnosticLast 10 years has also seen harmonization of fiscal reporting practices at regional level especially in monetary unions such as Euro area, WAEMU, and CEMAC zonesCivil society groups playing increasingly important role in this are through instruments like IBP’s Open Budget Survey and the GIFT high level principles



I. Background and Context:  
b. Weakness of Old Fiscal Transparency Code & ROSC 

• Old Methodology: focus on clarity of reporting procedures not quality of reports 
• Code’s 4 “Pillars” reinforce focus on formal laws, institutions, and processes  

i. Clarity of Roles and Responsibility 
ii. Open Budget Processes 
iii. Public Availability of Information 
iv. Assurances of integrity 

• ROSCs did not pay enough attention to the content of fiscal reports themselves 
 

• Old Methodology adopted “single standard” approach to evaluating countries 
• Did not take into account different levels of institutional capacity 
• Did not provide milestones to full compliance with international standards 
• Made it difficult to benchmark against comparator countries 

 
• Old assessments tended to be exhaustive rather than risk-based 

• Place equal weight on all elements of the Code  
• Difficult to judge relative seriousness of different fiscal reporting gaps 
• Include a large number of unprioritized recommendations 
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Presentation Notes
In addition to reviewing the adequacy of the Fiscal Transparency Code and other reporting standards in the wake of the crisis, we have also been reflecting on experience with the fiscal ROSC as an instrument for monitoring and promoting country compliance with those standards. Of the 10 governments that saw the biggest unexpected increases in their debt during the crisis,  8 had one or more fiscal ROSC in the preceding decade.  A s part of our recent Board Paper, we also reviewed the ROSCs reports for these 8 countries. This review highlighted a number of weaknesses in fiscal ROSC as diagnostic tool:[Read out bullets]These weaknesses, coupled with a reduction in Fund resources devoted to these assessments, contributed to a decline in the number of ROSCs from 21 at the peak of the program in 2002 to just 1 last year.



II. New Fiscal Transparency Code  
a. Architecture of the New Code 

Four Pillars of the New Code 
I. FISCAL 

REPORTING
II. FISCAL 

FORECASTING & 
BUDGETING

III. FISCAL RISK 
ANALYSIS & 

MANAGEMENT

IV. RESOURCE 
REVENUE 

MANAGEMENT

1.1. Coverage

1.2. Frequency 
& Timeliness

1.3. Quality

1.4. Integrity

2.1.Compre-
hensiveness

2.2. Orderliness

2.3. Policy 
Orientation

2.4. Credibility

4.1. Legal & 
Fiscal Regime

4.2 Fiscal 
Reporting

4.3. Fiscal 
Forecasting & 

Budgeting

3.1. Risk 
Analysis & 
Disclosure

3.2. Risk 
Management

4.4. Fiscal Risk 
Analysis & 

Management

3.3. Fiscal 
Coordination
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slides gives you an overview of the structure of the New Fiscal Transparency Code.You can see that the new Code has a very different structure from the old Code. Rather than being organized around different phases of the reporting process, the new Code is organized around three key dimensions of fiscal disclosure:fiscal reports in the form of fiscal statistics and accounts; fiscal forecasting in the form of fiscal strategies and budgets; andfiscal risk analysis in the form of fiscal risk statements and other risk management tools.These three pillars form the architecture for the 45 principles and 32 indicators that make up the new Code; as well asthe headings for the three main chapters of the new Fiscal Transparency Evaluation



II. New Fiscal Transparency Code:  
b. Differences between 2007 and 2014 Codes 

Objective 2007 Code 2014 Code 

Focus on outputs 
rather than 
processes 

30 of 45 principles were 
procedural in nature 

31 of 36 principles focus on 
quality or content of fiscal 

information 

Take account of 
different levels of 
country capacity 

“Code of Good 
Practices” 

Basic, Good, and Advanced 
Practice 

Greater emphasis 
on fiscal risk 

disclosure and 
management 

1 principle on fiscal risk  
5 others risk-related 

12 principles focused on 
fiscal risk 

Align with recent 
advances in 
standards & 

practices 

Institutions: General Government 
Stocks: Financial Balance Sheet 
Frequency: Quarterly 
Classification: GFSM 2001 
Accounting: GAAP 
Budgeting: N/A 

Institutions: Public Sector 
Stocks: Full Balance Sheet 
Frequency: Monthly 
Classification: GFSM 2014 
Accounting: IPSAS 
Budgeting: PEFA & OECD 
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Presentation Notes
We’ve made significant changes to the new Code.The recent financial crisis has shown us the good processes are not enough.  We need to be sure that the content in the output of those processes reasonably reflect the financial condition of the state.  Therefore, we have shifted focus from the quality of process to the quality of information.We also recognize that not all countries have the same capacity. The old Code was “One-Size-Fits-All”, a Code of Good Practices.  But this failed to provide a reasonable “ladder” of reform for countries that had some ways to go before reaching Good Practices.  Thus, we introduced a three-tiered set of practices:  Basic, Good, and Advanced.The recent financial crisis also showed us that fiscal risk was much higher than expected.  Thus, the entirely new 3rd pillar of the Code, with 12 principles focused on fiscal risks.Finally, we wanted to align the updated Code with other standards and codes.  For example, the IMF Government Finance Statistics manual, the Public Expenditure and Financial Accountability (PEFA) assessment by the World Bank, and the OECD Best Practices for Budget Transparency.



II. New Fiscal Transparency Code:  
c. Graduated Set of Practices 

# DIMENSION PRINCIPLE 
PRACTICES 

BASIC GOOD ADVANCED 

I FISCAL 
REPORTING 

Fiscal reports should provide a comprehensive, relevant, timely, and reliable 
overview of the government’s financial position and performance 

1.1 Coverage Fiscal reports should provide a comprehensive overview of the fiscal activities of the public 
sector and its sub-sectors according to international standards 

1.1.1 Coverage of 
Institutions 

Fiscal reports cover all 
entities engaged in public 
activity according to 
international standards. 

Fiscal reports 
consolidate all 
central government 
entities. 

Fiscal reports 
consolidate all 
general government 
entities and report 
on each subsector. 

Fiscal reports consolidate 
all public sector entities 
and report on each 
subsector. 

1.1.3 Coverage of 
Stocks 

Fiscal reports include a 
balance sheet of public 
assets, liabilities, and net 
worth. 

Fiscal reports cover 
all cash, deposits, 
and debt 

Fiscal reports cover 
all financial assets 
and liabilities. 

Fiscal reports cover all 
financial and non-financial 
assets and liabilities, and 
net worth. 

1.1.2 Coverage of 
Flows 

Fiscal reports cover all 
public revenues, 
expenditures, and 
financing. 

Fiscal reports 
cover cash 
revenues, 
expenditures and 
financing. 

Fiscal reports cover 
cash flows and 
accrued revenues 
expenditures, and 
financing. 

Fiscal reports cover cash 
flows ,accrued revenues, 
expenditures, and 
financing, and other 
economic flows. 
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Presentation Notes
The new Code also differs from the old Code in that, rather simply provide a one-size-fits-all set of “best practices”, the new Code differentiates within each of its 45 principles between:basic practice would be considered as a minimum achievable by all countries;good practice would require more developed institutional, human, and technological capacities; andadvanced practice would entail full compliance with relevant international standards and be in line with the current “state-of-the-art.”This slide illustrates how this more graduated rubric works for the 3 principles related to the coverage of fiscal reports.



III. New Fiscal Transparency Evaluation:  
a. Objectives 

1. Identify deficiencies in a countries’ fiscal transparency 
practices, distinguishing between more and less serious ones 
 

2. Draw a clear picture of a country’s fiscal reporting practices 
relative to comparator countries and international standards 
 

3. Provide a targeted and sequenced action plan for countries to 
address the main weaknesses 
 

4. Allow for modular application including assessments of just 
one of the three pillars or assessments of their internal risk 
management practices 
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III. New Fiscal Transparency Evaluation:  
b. Differences with Old Fiscal ROSC 

Reform Objective Fiscal ROSC Fiscal Transparency 
Evaluation 

More analysis of 
coverage and 

reliability of fiscal 
data 

Focus on assessing 
reporting procedures 

Quantitative fiscal 
transparency indicators 

More accessible 
summary of 

strengths and 
weaknesses 

Long narrative accounts 
of strengths and 

weaknesses 

Summary Heatmaps 
highlight reform priorities 

Identify concrete 
steps to address 

weaknesses 

Unprioritized list of 
recommendations 

Sequenced  
5-Year Action Plan 

More scalable 
product 

Comprehensive, one-
size-fits-all assessment 

Modular evaluations of 
individual Code Pillars 
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Presentation Notes
This updated, restructured, and more graduated Fiscal Transparency Code provides the framework for our new Fiscal Transparency Evaluation.In developing the FTA as a replacement for the old Fiscal ROSC, we again had four key objectives in mind:  [Read from the slide]
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III. New Fiscal Transparency Evaluation 
c. Piloting the New Evaluation 

BACKGROUND 
• 10 countries volunteered 
• Wide range of income levels 

• 3 advanced economies  
• 5 emerging markets 
• 3 low income countries 

• Variety of regions 
• 5 from Europe 
• 2 from Africa 
• 2 from Latin America 
• 1 from Asia-Pacific 

• 3 iterations of the Code tested 

• 5 FTE reports published so far 
• Bolivia, Costa Rica, Ireland, 

Russia, and Portugal 

FTE Results by Income Level 
(Percent of total scores) 

FTE Results by Pillar 
(Percent of total scores) 
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Presentation Notes
We extensively tested the new Code.  This was especially important because we wanted the Code to be applicable to countries with widely varying capacities, because of the entirely new 3rd pillar on fiscal risks, and because we wanted to present the results of the FTEs in way to make it easily understood..This meant testing in countries at different income levels, different sizes, and different traditions of public administration.  Consequently the original version of the updated Code went through 2 significant revisions.You can see the progression in five FTEs that have been published to date.  You can find these on our website.  All were published with permission of our partner governments.



III. New Fiscal Transparency Evaluation:  
d. Initial Findings: Fiscal Reporting 

Russia: Reporting of Assets and Liabilities 
(Percent of GDP, 2012) 

 

The “State” is bigger than we think… 

Ireland: Coverage of Fiscal Reporting 
(Percent of expenditure, 2012) 

…with a more extensive balance sheet 

-500 -400 -300 -200 -100 0 100 200 300 400

Net Worth (incl. pensions)

Net Worth (excl pensions)

Public Sector

Consolidation

Central Bank

Financial Public Corps

Non-Fin Public Corps

General Government

Reported

Unreported

Unreported (Pensions)

Liabilities Assets
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another of the main innovations of the new FTA compared with the old ROSC is the use of a set of quantitative Fiscal Transparency Indicators. The aim of these indicators is to provide countries with a sense of not only the source but also the magnitude of the gaps in their fiscal reports.This slide illustrates the value of some of those indicators from the Irish assessment.While the statistics cover most of the general government, in line with the ESA standards, public corporations remain outside of the report.  But the coverage of the finance accounts are much narrower, with a considerable amount of extrabudgetary activity going largely unreported.And more concerning was the very large amount of assets and liabilities that go unreported.  Overall public sector asset holdings are some 317 percent of GDP, and liabilities are 386.  Only a quarter of those liabilities are reported in the finance accounts, and  third of the assets. 



III. New Fiscal Transparency Evaluation: 
d. Initial Findings: Fiscal Forecasting and Budgeting 

Budgets are not always a reliable guide to future revenues and spending 

Bolivia: Year-ahead Revenue Forecast Errors 
(Percent of total forecast revenue, 2010-11) 

Bolivia: Year-ahead Expenditure Forecast Errors 
(Percent of total forecast expenditure2010-11) 
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Presentation Notes
The fiscal forecasting and budgeting indicators attempt to get a sense of how realistic a picture the government’s budget gives of what will actually happen.This example from Bolivia focuses on the annual budget versus outturn for the non-financial public sector.It provides a very striking example of a budget that isn’t particularly transparent.There is a track record of being very conservative in forecasting revenues, with an overall underestimate of 41 percent.  This is spread across the various revenue heads, but a large part has to do with hydrocarbons related revenue.Nevertheless, underestimations of 30 percent are common for tax and operating revenues, and upward of 100 percent for other revenues.This then translates into a second round of spending through the year, as the underestimated revenues are then spent, though in the case over the previous two years, the spending has been lower than the revenue on average.



III. New Fiscal Transparency Evaluation: 
d. Initial Findings: Fiscal Risk Management 

Fiscal risks can come from a variety of sources  

Portugal: Sources of Increase in General Government Debt 
(Percent of GDP) 
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Presentation Notes
The fiscal forecasting and budgeting indicators attempt to get a sense of how realistic a picture the government’s budget gives of what will actually happen.This example from Bolivia focuses on the annual budget versus outturn for the non-financial public sector.It provides a very striking example of a budget that isn’t particularly transparent.There is a track record of being very conservative in forecasting revenues, with an overall underestimate of 41 percent.  This is spread across the various revenue heads, but a large part has to do with hydrocarbons related revenue.Nevertheless, underestimations of 30 percent are common for tax and operating revenues, and upward of 100 percent for other revenues.This then translates into a second round of spending through the year, as the underestimated revenues are then spent, though in the case over the previous two years, the spending has been lower than the revenue on average.



III. New Fiscal Transparency Evaluation:  
e. Targeted Recommendations - Examples 

Russia: Summary Assessment of Fiscal Reporting 
PRINCIPLE ASSESSMENT IMPORTANCE REC 

1.1 Coverage of 
Institutions 

Good: Fiscal reports consolidate all 
general government units 

High: Public corporations with 
expenditure of 28% of GDP in 2012 
outside consolidated fiscal reports 

1 

1.2 Coverage of 
Stocks 

Good: Fiscal reports cover all 
conventional financial and non-financial 

assets and liabilities 

High: Subsoil assets of 200% of GDP 
and pensions liabilities of 285% of GDP 

not included in balance sheets. 
2,3 

1.3 Coverage of 
Flows 

Good: Fiscal reports cover cash and 
accrued revenues and expenditures 

Medium: Non-recognized non-
recoverable claims of 0.4% of GDP 

reduce reliability of the fiscal balances 
3 

1.4 Tax 
Expenditures 

Basic: There is annual disclosure of 
revenue loss due to some tax reliefs 

subsidies 

Medium: Estimated 1-2% of GDP in 
annual revenue foregone due to tax 

expenditures. 
4 

2.1 
Frequency of 
In-year Fiscal 

Reports 

Advanced: Cash-based budget 
execution reports are published on a 

monthly basis 

Low: Monthly fiscal reports are 
published within 30 days 

2.2 

Timeliness of 
Annual 

Financial 
Statements 

Advanced: Annual financial statements 
are published in a timely manner 

Low: Annual reports are published 
within 5 months of the end of the 

financial year  

3.1 Classification 

Good: Fiscal reports include an 
administrative, economic and 

functional, classifications comparable  
with international standards 

Medium: Inconsistent classifications of 
some transactions lead to different 

levels of the fiscal balances  

3.2 … … … 15 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One comment we have had throughout this process is that the basic/good/advanced approach is a bit arbitrary. Some principles are far more important than other – for instance coverage of institutions  Other principles might be meaningless in some countries, but a big deal in others.  For instance, financial derivatives is my home country are not used, so a poor rating would not be important, whereas in, say Italy where they have been a source of strife, it would be important.For that reason, we have made an effort to combine the results of the assessment of practices with the fiscal vulnerability indicators.This allows us to triangulate on the areas of major concern.  Thus even if a country is meeting good practice – as Ireland is in coverage, if the gaps are sufficiently large, this warrants concern, and will be the focus of one of our limited number of recommendations.Similarly, if the practice was not met, if the importance of the gap was low, the report would not be too concerned.This is another major step up from the old ROSCs, that tended to provide a long, unprioritized list of recommendations.



III. New Fiscal Transparency Evaluation:  
f. Sequenced Action Plan - Examples 

Ireland: Fiscal Transparency Action Plan 
Action 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 

1. Expand Institutional Coverage of Budgets, Statistics, and Accounts 

a. Present all gross 
revenues and 
expenditures of 
central government 
entities in budget 
documentation 

Incorporate NPRF 
into budget 

documentation 

Incorporate Non-
Commercial Semi-
State Bodies into 

budget 
documentation 

Incorporate all 
central government 
entities in budget 
documentation 

Integrate non-
commercial semi-
state bodies into 

departmental votes 

b. Combine  Finance 
and Appropriation 
Accounts into a 
consolidated Central 
Government Financial 
Statement 

Combine the 
information in the 

notes to the 
Appropriation 
Accounts to 
produce a 

summary report 

Combine Finance 
and Appropriation 
Accounts into a 
partial Central 
Government 

Financial Statement 
based on existing 

accounting policies 

Incorporate SIF and 
NPRF into partial 

Central Government 
Financial Statement 

Incorporate Non-
Commercial Semi-
State Bodies into 

consolidated 
provisional Central 

Government 
Financial Statement 

Prepare 
comprehensive 

consolidated 
Central 

Government 
Financial Statement 
for audit by C&AG 

c. Provide an overview 
of the gross revenues 
and expenditures of 
the general 
government and its 
subsectors 

Reconcile gross 
revenues and 

expenditures of 
Exchequer and 

general 
government in 

budget 

Provide summary of 
gross revenues and 

expenditures of 
central government 

in budget   

Provide summary of 
gross revenues and 

expenditures of 
central, local, and 

general government 
in budget   

Publish quarterly 
statistics on gross 

revenues and 
expenditures of 

central, local, and 
general 

government sectors 

Publish monthly 
statistics on gross 

revenues and 
expenditures of 

central, local, and 
general 

government sectors 
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Presentation Notes
A final shortcoming of existing fiscal ROSC reports was that made recommendations about what countries what they needed to do, but didn’t tell them how to go about doing it.To address this, the new FTA concludes with a fiscal transparency action plan which sets out the specific steps that a country needs to take to address the most important fiscal transparency problems identified in the analytical chapters of the assessment. This slide shows a sample of such an action plan for Ireland and shows the sequence of parallel actions that need to be taken to expand the institutional coverage of fiscal reports from budgetary central government to public sector over a 5 year period.These action plans can then provide the basis for coordination and monitoring of the implementation of transparency-related reforms over the medium-term.



III. New Fiscal Transparency Evaluation:  
g. Lessons Learnt So Far 

• FTEs are work intensive because of the emphasis on quantitative 
indicators. FTE requires quite a bit of preparatory work.  

• There seems to be more data than expected, even in LICs. Countries 
have more information than they think or know of. While taking a few 
shortcuts, producing an approximate and preliminary balance sheet for the 
public sector is not impossible.  

• Fiscal risk management is still in its infancy. All FTEs so far confirm that 
identification and measurement of fiscal risks, their disclosure, and 
management remain in its infancy. 

• FTEs point to uncharted waters. FTEs are pushing the envelope as 
accounting/ reporting standards may not be applied or even exists for 
certain transaction.  
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IV. Natural Resource Management (Pillar IV): 
a. To be finalized by Spring 2015 

• Pillar IV of Code - dedicated to Natural Resource Management and fully 
integrated in Fund’s fiscal transparency framework (12 principles)  

• New Guide on Resource Revenue Transparency and Accountability & 
Reporting Template for Natural Resource Revenue Statistic 

• Why needed? 

• Changing commercial structure of extractive industries (increased recognition of 
commodity pricing challenges; new sources (e.g., shale oil/gas, oil sands, rare 
earths); new commercial structures (e.g., oil service companies) 

• Changing International Fiscal Architecture (e.g., base erosion and profit shifting; tax 
treaties, transfer pricing); increasing recognition of need for transparency (e.g., for 
taxing purposes) 

• New International Standards (new institutions like EITI, new standards for reporting 
on environmental matters; new ‘home country’ reporting requirements) 
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IV. Natural Resource Management (Pillar IV): 
b. Approach & Principles 

Guiding Approach 
• Follows structure and approach 

of the first three pillars: 
• Measurable output rather than process 

• Take account of different levels of country 
capacity 

• Greater emphasis on fiscal risk disclosure 
and management 

• Align with recent advances in standards 
and practices (e.g. EITI) 

• Provides unique Natural 
Resource-specific elements 

• Used in combination with first 
three pillars to give a 
comprehensive picture 

 

 

Legal and Fiscal Regime 
Legal framework 

Allocation of resource rights 
Fiscal regime 

Assessment and collection of revenues 

Fiscal Reporting 
Resource holdings 
Company reporting 

Integrity of data 

Fiscal Forecasting and Budgeting 
Resource Revenue Management Objectives 

Use of Revenues 
Natural Resource Funds 

Fiscal Risks Analysis and 
Management 

Social and Environmental Impact 
Operational Risks 

Pillar Structure 
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V. Next Steps 

DATE ACTION 

October 2014 Consultation on Pillar IV on Natural Resource Management 

Winter 2015 Consultation on Fiscal Transparency Manual  Vol . 1 (Pillars I-III) 

Spring 2015 Finalization of Pillar IV on Natural Resource Management 

Summer 2015 Consultation on Fiscal Transparency Manual Vol  2 (Pillar IV) 

Winter 2015 Finalization of Fiscal Transparency Code (Pillars I-IV) & Manuals (Vols. 1 & 2) 

Ongoing Every year at least 5-6 Fiscal Transparency Evaluations (including pilots of 
Pillar IV) 
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VI. FTEs and PFM Reform 
a. A Specialized Drill-Down Tool 

• Assesses key problem areas in fiscal management (e.g., fragmentation of 
budget, inadequacy of reporting, and  contingent liabilities).  

• Highlights linkages between fiscal management and fiscal outcomes:  
emphasizes different aspects of fiscal risk, standards of fiscal forecasting, & 
coverage of public sector, all areas not touched by other diagnostic tools. 

• Provides output focus and quantification: focus on “size of problem” 
directs attention to key issues and the contributing factors behind these 
issues; and guides required remedial actions and prioritization of reforms. 

• Graduated practice: provide clear development steps to achieving higher 
compliance with relevant international standards. 

• Basis for PFM reform strategy: On the basis of FTEs, FAD’s offers 
countries the option of  having the FTE team recommend a sequenced 
action plan. This would seem particularly useful where detailed reform 
strategies have not been elaborated, but it could also be used to update and 
revise existing PFM reform strategies. 
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VI. FTEs and PFM Reform 
b. Serving a Key Reform Objective 

• Fiscal Transparency = PFM Functionality. Transparency is not 
merely disclosure; it is a functionality of strong institutions and 
underlying processes. Achieving transparency is a key PFM 
objective. 

• FTEs provides assessment basis for improving PFM 
functionality. FTEs are particularly useful for  countries aspiring to 
achieve greater openness in fiscal management and highlighting the 
linkages between institutions and macro-fiscal outcomes. FTEs 
therefore reinforce the success of reform undertakings. 
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